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Abstract. Recent work demonstrates the potential for extracting patterns from 
users’ behavior as detected by sensors. Since there is currently no generalized 
framework for reasoning about activity-aware applications, designers can only 
rely on the existing systems for guidance. However, these systems often use a 
custom, domain-specific definition of activity pattern. Consequently the 
guidelines designers can extract from individual systems are limited to the 
specific application domains of those applications. In this paper, we introduce five 
high-level guidelines or commandments for designing activity-aware applications. 
By considering the issues we outlined in this paper, designers will be able to avoid 
common mistakes inherent in designing activity-aware applications. 

1   Introduction 

In recent years, researchers have demonstrated the potential for extracting patterns 
from users’ behavior by employing sensors [1-3]. There are various applications for 
detecting the user's activities. Systems such as FolderPredictor [4] and Magitti [5] 
offer suggestions to users to assist them in their current activity. Other work has used 
activity recognition to provide awareness of people's activities to improve 
collaboration [6, 7] or the feeling of connectedness within groups [8]. Furthermore, a 
recent trend is to employ sensors to predict the user's interruptibility, allowing 
computers to be more polite and interact with users in an unobtrusive way [9-11]. 

As there is currently no generalized framework for reasoning about activity-aware 
applications, designers can only rely on the existing systems for guidance. However, 
these systems often use a custom, domain-specific definition of activity pattern. For 
example, the Whereabouts clock focuses on the user's location to determine their 
general activity [8], while FolderPredictor only takes the user's desktop activity into 
account [4]. Consequently, the guidelines designers can extract from individual 
systems are limited to that system's specific application domain. Although there are 
existing, focused design frameworks that deal with background and foreground 
interaction [12]; employing sensors [13-15]; or allowing users to intervene when a 
system acts on their behalf [16, 17], it is hard for designers to come to a generalized 
body of design knowledge for activity-aware systems by integrating each of these 
frameworks. 
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In this paper, we introduce five high-level guidelines or commandments that need 
to be addressed when designing activity-aware applications. The main contribution of 
this framework is that it allows designers to avoid common mistakes inherent in 
designing activity-aware applications, regardless of the targeted application domain 
and activity recognition technologies. We combine and generalize existing models in 
a convenient way for designers. Just as for designing desktop applications, designers 
need general guidelines that they can rely on. The availability of such a set of 
guidelines is a critical factor in moving activity-aware applications beyond research 
prototypes and into practical applications. Our hope is that this work is another step 
towards a generalized body of design knowledge for activity-aware systems. 

Our own work on applications for detecting user’s activities with sensors and a 
broad study of existing activity-aware systems and design frameworks led us to 
develop the following five commandments for activity-aware systems: 

1. View activity patterns in context; 
2. Don’t view a user’s activities in isolation, but in their social context; 
3. Deal with hierarchical reuse of patterns; 
4. Take uncertainty into account at different levels of abstraction; 
5. Allow users to intervene and correct the system. 

In the following, each commandment is explained into detail together with a 
motivating example. 

2   View Activity Patterns in Context 

Human activity does not consist of isolated actions, it is rooted in context. As 
discussed by Suchman [18], people's behavior is contextualized, i.e. the situation is a 
very important factor in determining what people will do. It is not possible to 
generalize and predict people's behavior without considering the situation they are in 
at that time. It is important that designers consider activities in context. Context 
consists of many aspects, including but not limited to: the time of day, location or the 
presence of other people (see commandment 2). 

In activity-aware systems, an important aspect is how the elements inside a pattern 
are temporally related to each other. The time of occurrence of an element in a 
pattern, its duration and the time interval between two such elements are important 
issues to consider. The elements might form a sequence, occur concurrently, or have a 
more complex temporal relationship with each other such as the ones described by 
Allen [19]. It is important to take these temporal relationships into account in order to 
correctly identify different activity patterns. 

Another use for time as context information is in supporting continuous interaction, 
as described by Abowd et al. [20]. Although desktop computers allow for multi-
tasking, computer systems still largely expect users to do their tasks on a single 
machine, and to do one task after another (although they can switch quickly by 
switching from one window to another). Abowd et al. state that this assumption will 
not be valid for ubiquitous computing. In real life, people also regularly start new 
activities and stop doing others, and do activities concurrently (e.g. watching 
television while ironing clothes). 
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For a practical method of implementing these features, we refer to Patterson et al. 
[21] who evaluated several techniques to detect activities, and explain how to support 
detection of concurrent and interruptible activities. 

3   Don’t View a User’s Activities in Isolation, But in Their Social 
Context 

As we discussed before in commandment 1, human activity is highly dependent on 
the context. An important aspect of context is social context. A user’s social context 
consists of the people who are in his surroundings. A user’s activity patterns might be 
different when he is alone than when he is in a group. What’s more, they might differ 
according to who he is with at that time (e.g. his colleagues, his friends or his family). 
Suppose Jim has a pattern which consists of playing his favorite music when he gets 
home from work. This pattern might not be applicable to the situation where he comes 
home and there are guests in the house. 

Besides the fact that social context is important to consider for classifying patterns, 
analyzing the patterns of groups of people might help to create common patterns 
across people. Someone might only once enter a seminar room and turn off the lights 
when a speaker is going to give a talk, making it impossible to detect this as a pattern. 
However, several people might perform this activity in a common pattern. On the 
other hand, some patterns are specific to certain people (e.g. taking extra strong black 
coffee from the vending machine). This pattern might not necessarily hold for this 
person’s colleagues. 

4   Allow Hierarchical Reuse of Patterns 

Activity Theory (AT) defines an operation as an atomic procedure. A set of 
operations forms an action while a set of actions forms an activity [22]. The level of 
granularity can be determined according to what the sensors allow the system to 
detect. For example, in a GUI environment operations could be keyboard and mouse 
events, an action could be “selection”, while the activity could be “select a file”. 

A set of actions may be reoccurring and can form an activity pattern. Existing 
patterns might themselves be used again in another higher level pattern (e.g. making 
coffee could be a sub pattern in the morning routine pattern). While the terminology is 
not clearly defined (making coffee could become an action while it was previously an 
activity), the point we want to make here is that hierarchical patterns are a natural way 
of describing real-life activities. According to AT [22], interaction between human 
beings and the world is organized into subordinated hierarchical levels. Designers 
should make sure that activity patterns can be organized in a hierarchy. 

5   Take Uncertainty into Account at Different Levels of 
Abstraction 

An activity-aware system should take uncertainty into account at different levels of 
abstraction. Activities are in general detected by aggregating the values of one or 
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more sensors and reasoning about these values to detect patterns. Sensors can be 
pieces of hardware (e.g. a temperature sensor), software (e.g. the user’s schedule 
obtained from their online calendar) or a combination of the two (e.g. a GPS beacon). 

At the lowest level, uncertainty can occur due to imprecision in the data generated 
by sensors. A sensor could be faulty, or might need to be smoothed over time to get 
correct results. For example, the user’s distance to a display could be detected with a 
Bluetooth beacon attached to the display. The sensor would retrieve the Received 
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) value from the user’s Bluetooth-enabled phone to 
the beacon. When the RSSI value is low (around zero) the user is standing close to the 
display, otherwise he will be further away. However, this value will fluctuate a lot, as 
shown in Figure 1 where the phone is just laying on a desk. The system should deal 
with this uncertainty by smoothening the sensor reads. 

At an intermediate level, there can be uncertainty in pattern recognition. This type 
of uncertainty can have several causes. It could be caused by inadequate sensors that 
prohibit certain parts of the user’s state from being detected (e.g. the user’s emotional 
state). Another cause could be insufficient training data for the recognition algorithm. 
For example, systems that are designed to be used in public spaces might not be able 
to learn a lot about their users, since most people will only use the system once. 
Uncertainty at an intermediate level can furthermore be caused by user actions that 
the designers of the system didn’t take into account. As an example of this kind of 
uncertainty, consider an anti-carjacking device that will automatically be triggered 
when the driver exits the car with the engine still running. The system will then after a 
certain time automatically disable the car’s engine, close the doors and sound an 
alarm. The motivation for these actions is to make the car unusable when the driver 
has been unwillingly forced to exit the vehicle. Now suppose Jim is using his car to 
deliver a local community magazine in the neighborhood. At each house, he parks his 
car next to the road with the engine running, steps out to drop the magazine in the 
mailbox, and gets back in the car. When he gets to his friend Tom’s house, he parks 

 

 

Fig. 1. Uncertainty at the lowest level: imprecision in data generated by a Bluetooth RSSI 
distance sensor 
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his car on Tom’s driveway. After dropping the magazine in the mailbox of his friend 
Tom, he sees Tom working in the garden and goes over to chat with him. The engine 
of Jim’s car is still running, but he feels his car is safe on Tom’s driveway. Besides, 
they are both nearby. About a minute later however, the engine of Jim’s car suddenly 
shuts down, the doors close and a loud alarm starts blaring. Jim is unable to enter his 
car and has to explain the situation to the authorities who arrive soon after. This 
embarrassing situation occurred because the designers of the anti-carjacking device 
did not take into account that a driver might ever step out of the car and leave his 
engine running for more than two minutes. 

Finally, at the highest level, there might be uncertainty in the user’s mental model 
of the system. This contributes to the discrepancy between what the user expects 
(their mental model of the system), what the system can sense through its sensors (e.g. 
a positioning system might not be as accurate as the user expects, leaving him 
wondering why his movements are left undetected), and what is desired (what is 
needed for the application), as discussed by Benford et al. [14]. They argue that by 
explicitly analyzing mismatches between each of expected, sensed, and desired, 
designers can detect problems resulting from these mismatches early on as well as 
find opportunities to exploit these mismatches. 

An interesting practical, activity-aware application that deals with uncertainty is 
described by Patterson et al. [21]. Their system allows fine-grained activity 
recognition by analyzing which objects users are manipulating by means of Radio-
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags attached to kitchen objects, and a glove 
equipped with an RFID reader that is worn by the user. Their system is resilient 
against intermediate level uncertainty: it can recognize activities even when different 
objects are used for it (e.g. using a table spoon instead of a cooking spoon for making 
oatmeal). 

An important way to deal with uncertainty is to involve the user. The system could 
allow users to override its actions at any time, thereby offering a safety net for when 
the system’s actions would be inappropriate. When a system is uncertain, it might also 
ask the user for confirmation. In an ideal case, computation would be split between 
humans and computers, letting each one perform the tasks they do best [23]. The next 
commandment discusses user intervention in activity-aware systems. 

6   Allow Users to Intervene and Correct the System 

Users should be able to correct the activity-aware system when it makes a mistake. 
The system is bound to make mistakes, as it is impossible to detect the user’s activity 
correctly in every possible situation. General activity recognition might be classified 
as an AI-complete problem [24], which means that a solution to this problem would 
presuppose the availability of a solution to the general problem of intelligence.  

Since it is inevitable that the system will make mistakes, there should be a way for 
users to correct the system, so they can stay in control. As discussed by Bellotti et al. 
[13], the lack of communication between a system that employs sensors and its users 
is an important problem. Because these systems often have both less means of 
providing feedback and will take more actions on behalf of the user than desktop 
systems, the user will quickly feel out of control.  
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Dey et al. [17] introduce the term mediation to refer to the dialogue that takes place 
between user and system to handle ambiguities in context. They describe four 
guidelines for mediation of context-aware systems: 

1. Applications should provide redundant mediation techniques to support more 
natural and smooth interactions; 

2. Applications should facilitate providing input and output that are distributed both 
in space and time to support input and feedback for mobile users; 

3. Interpretations of ambiguous context should have carefully chosen defaults to 
minimize user mediation, particularly when users are not directly interacting with a 
system; 

4. Ambiguity should be retained until mediation is necessary for an application to 
proceed. 

Guideline 1 deals with providing several redundant levels of interaction for user 
input and system feedback. This could for example range from most implicit to most 
explicit, depending on the user’s attention and level of engagement in the task. 
Guideline 2 points out the fact that communication between system and user should 
take into account the space through which the user is moving, and have a timeout 
period after which a user might not have the chance to interact with a mediator 
anymore. Guidelines 3 and 4 refer to the fact that mediation should be used with care, 
so as not to distract the user unnecessarily. 

To allow corrections to be made in a timely fashion, systems should make clear 
what they perceive of the user, what (automated) actions they are performing or going 
to perform and of course provide a way to undo or correct actions. Ju et al. [16] 
discuss three interaction techniques in their implicit interaction framework that cover 
these requirements: user reflection (making clear what the system perceives of the 
user); system demonstration (showing what actions the system is performing or going 
to perform); and override (providing a handle for the user to correct the system). 

To illustrate the necessity of mediation, we discuss an experience of incorrect 
system behavior that one of the authors had when visiting a house of the future. This 
exhibit demonstrated how recent technology trends such as context-awareness could 
influence our life in the future, and might make our homes smart. The author missed 
his train and arrived a bit too late. He had to enter the seminar room when the first 
talk had already started, which was very annoying since the only entrance to the room 
was in front of the room, next to the lecturer. As if this wasn’t enough, the smart 
room automatically turned on the lights when he entered the room, leaving no escape 
to an unremarkable entrance.  

This experience clearly illustrates that activity-ware systems need mediation to 
ensure that users remain in control and will not get frustrated. If we would apply the 
three interaction techniques of Ju et al. [16] to this scenario, the system might indicate 
that it senses that the user is entering the seminar room (user reflection), announce 
that it is going to turn on the lights (system demonstration), and – most importantly – 
provide the user with an opportunity to cancel this action (override). The authors 
believe that designers of activity-aware systems should always keep user intervention 
in mind. Both the guidelines for mediation [17] and the implicit interaction techniques 
[16] are useful to take into account for this purpose. 
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7   Conclusion 

In this work we have presented five commandments of activity-aware ubiquitous 
computing applications which is a design guideline for application designers. The 
commandments presented in this paper is high level guideline intended to help 
designers in designing activity-aware systems. The guideline will help designers to 
avoid common mistakes in designing activity-aware systems. 

Existing activity-aware applications often use a domain-specific definition of 
activity pattern. Thus existing works do not provide a generalized body of knowledge 
that application designers can rely on. This work is a step towards generalized 
guidelines for the application designer. The commandments in this paper suggest the 
designer to consider the users’ activity in their social context; to consider a pattern of 
activity in context and to allow for hierarchical reuse of patterns. The commandments 
also suggest the designer to consider uncertainty at different levels of abstraction and 
to allow users to intervene and correct the system when the system makes mistake. 

For designing desktop applications, there are guidelines allowing the designers to use 
off-the-shelf knowledge. This is not the case for activity-aware ubiquitous computing 
applications. Hence, generalized guidelines for designing these applications are 
necessary to move them from lab prototypes into commercial development. 

In our ongoing work, we are developing an activity-aware ubiquitous computing 
system that takes the five commandments into account. In our future work, we want 
to ensure the validity of our guideline in practical settings. 
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